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Professional color grading application with
unmatched features. Audition Pro is the easiest
way to color grade and optimize videos. Premiere
Pro users benefit from full integration and
performance boosts in a simple yet powerful
interface. The redesigned user interface makes it
easier than ever to choose the exact look for your
videos, quickly and intuitively. Easily grade any
aspect of a video, right from the clip and timeline
windows and with comprehensive adjustments
and powerful high-speed tools. While the majority
of the movie making process is automated by
today's digital video standards, there are still
many manual tasks that need to be performed to
ensure the best results from your video work. Fine-
tuning color is one of those tasks and the Grib
Color Grading Plug-in is designed to help you fine-
tune video color more quickly and more
accurately than ever before. Along with support
for Premiere Pro and After Effects and the ability
to grade both video and still images, the Grib
Color Grading Plug-in provides a feature-rich color
grading tool that allows you to perform a wide
range of video grade operations easily and
seamlessly. GRIB N-plus is the next generation
feature-rich color management plug-in for Adobe
Premiere Pro. GRIB N-plus provides the tools and
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features to create a professional grade color
grading look in about 15 minutes in Adobe
Premiere Pro. It can also grade both still images
and video, and support all the standard codecs
plus AVCHD, 8K and all 4:4:4 codecs. This is the
new version of the VIVO-MASTER DSP plug-in. The
new VIVO-MASTER PRO DSP plug-in offers
additional, unique features such as a new
clippable still-frame option, selective control,
global menu options, ability to preview metadata,
and more. You'll also find a host of other new
features and enhancements in this release.
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Zen Animator is the industry-standard solution for
creating stunning, polished, clean and efficient

video effects and motion graphics for video, film
and TV. Perfect for those who are new to time-

lapse, video, and photo editing and for advanced
users who want to polish up their existing tools.

Zen Animator provides the tools you need to
create your most impressive projects. The

software supports everything from simple vector
to raw frame-by-frame editing, and features 100

built-in presets that are a snap to edit with a
single click. The dialog based editor which allows
you to edit and preview individual layers of video.

Starting with the dialog editor, Adobe has
removed the need to edit your clips one by one or

click on the preview window to see what your
video looks like. With the new, easy to use dialog
editor, clip selection is now quick and easy. You

can even edit multiple clips at once. Automatically
remove any unwanted elements like wires in your
video with the GPU accelerated Remove Module.

Works on any non-composite video, including
protected Blu-ray discs. With just a few clicks, you
can create custom masks, and even apply them
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retroactively to your existing clips. Resize your
mask to fit any aspect ratio with a single click.
Even paste your mask into any other program.

The Prisma FX Suite is an industry-leading
collection of six unique filters that allow users to

create numerous effects in seconds, a
revolutionary method for creative enhancement of

video, film, and photos. SmartSound ProStudio
offers you an extensive range of plug-ins, sound

design, and sound effects to create a professional
soundscape for your project. This comprehensive

library of tools and materials provides a truly
unique sonic palette that allows you to create a

variety of soundscapes for any imaginable project.
SmartSound ProStudio comes with a collection of

one-click sound-altering tools to easily create
effects for your project, including: VolumeGator: A
dynamic leveler designed to boost and lower the

level of your audio without affecting loudness
Bean-Fold: An ethereal audio flutter tool designed
to create rarifying sounds Sync LFO: A simple tool
for adding motion or vibrato to your audio Pan &

Zoom: For audio effects such as morphing,
panning, and zooming Morphing: For creating
complex, morphing effects between 2 stereo

waveforms Shift Level: For changing the tonality
of your audio with just a click Unstitch: For
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stitching a string of audio together into a perfect
melodic range Percussion: For an exotic

percussion effect Turbulence: For a brilliant detail
filter that’s ideal for processing guitar Room

Stretch: For tone-shifting an entire room Room
Size: For expanding or compressing a room Soft

Snap: For adding a non-destructive snap to a loop
SoundExchange: To replace any text on the
screen with your own audio Sound Grab: To

capture incoming audio Sound Mask: For
removing sound from one track while allowing

other tracks to be heard Play: For playing sound
files Set: For building a loop or song Twirl: For

creating a slight flutter 5ec8ef588b
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